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FRAMING THE CHALLENGE
HOW DO WE GET SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FOR ALL BY 2030?

- ENSURING universal access TO MODERN ENERGY SERVICES.
- DOUBLING THE GLOBAL RATE OF IMPROVEMENT IN energy efficiency.
- DOUBLING THE SHARE OF renewable energy IN THE GLOBAL ENERGY MIX.
Access deficit almost three times as large for non-solid fuels as for electricity

- Cooking access deficit: 2.9 billion
- Electricity access deficit: 1.1 billion

Overview: A mixed report card

- 59%
- 65%
- 86%
- 100%
FOCUS ON RESULTS
FOCUS ON RESULTS
SE4ALL’S PRIORITIES AND AMBITION (2016-21)

Use clear criteria to identify select geographies where we need to make progress and can effect change, so we can:

- Broker partnerships that are actively fast tracking progress
- See finance delivered at scale to affordable and clean energy solutions

Key actions:

- Engage selected leaders strategically where there is an opportunity for transformational change
- Inform actions taken by leaders
- Develop a strategic action-oriented platform supported by a flexible, light and inclusive governance structure
- Repurpose the Global Team as a high power engine room that punches above its weight
- Complete the governance transition to an international organization
SETTING THE AMBITION LEVEL

ISLANDS OF LEADERSHIP (TODAY)

• Facilitate the creation and dissemination of knowledge assets to inform leaders taking bold actions
• Support a limited number of leaders in priority countries
• Funding at $25 m over 5 years

BUILDING A GLOBAL MOVEMENT (PLANNED)

• Build a global movement that proactively touches thousands of leaders in positions of influence
• Celebrate successes, interrogate failures, provide data and evidence of what works, mobilize voices of support
• Funding at $100 m over 5 years
BEING SELECTIVE

A targeted Approach to Deliver SE4All’s Goal (2016-21)

Support countries to achieve their goals faster, leaders to broker partnerships and leverage finance

Catalyze the energy transition, fast track progress towards development and climate objectives

Universal access to affordable and clean energy by 2030

Leverage partners for sustained engagement, leverage others’ experience and leapfrog

Celebrate and share successes, sustain progress, innovate
AN ILLUSTRATIVE MAPPING

Catalyze the Energy Transition | High Impact Countries for SE4All Objectives, Progressing Fast 1990-2010

Energy Access
- Electrification
- Non solid fuels for cooking
- Both electrification, non-solid fuels

Renewable Energy
- Brazil
- Canada
- Russian Federation
- Spain
- Turkey
- USA

Indonesia

Bangladesh
Republic of Korea
Pakistan
Philippines
Vietnam

Energy Efficiency

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FOR ALL
SUPPORTING LEADERS TO MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICES
SUPPORTING COUNTRIES TO ACHIEVE THEIR GOALS
GETTING MORE DONE ON ACCESS
TAKING AN ‘ENERGY EFFICIENCY FIRST’ APPROACH
SE4All will address issues that:

- Enhance efforts, resources and capacity to support countries to develop robust, bankable project pipelines
- Directly impact private sector investment, such as the enabling environment, level of risk
- Support the effective deployment of public or impact finance to catalyze private finance
- Make real progress in driving forward innovations that can unlock finance flows for access and efficiency
AN INCLUSIVE PEOPLE CENTERED APPROACH TO SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
DEVELOPING ACTION ORIENTED PARTNERSHIPS
A strong and structured relationship with the UN system – with its unique convening power and reach – will be central. This will be supported through:

- Relationship agreement with the UN
- The role of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General
- Partnering with UN agencies and bodies
- Reporting on SDG7 progress

SE4All will support the UNFCCC, and continue its support to the LPAA and its leadership position on energy efficiency.
A SUGGESTED RESULTS FRAMEWORK

This will be developed as part of the Business Plan for the Global Team, following endorsement of the strategic framework for results. It is likely to be structured as followed, and accompanied by clear targets and regular monitoring and reporting.

- **High Level Impacts** – Make progress towards global development and climate outcomes expressed through Agenda 2030 and the Paris Agreement that are linked with the delivery of SE4All’s objectives.
- **Impacts** – Deliver early (“peak early”) on SE4All’s objectives for universal access to modern energy by 2030.
- **Outcomes** – Working partnerships are accelerating the delivery of SE4All’s objectives, and investments are being made.
- **Output** – Leaders (government, business, civil society, others) are empowered to broker partnerships that advance action towards SE4All’s objectives and unlock the necessary finance.
- **Input** – Evidence is marshalled, progress is benchmarked, voices are amplified, stories of success are told, and connections are made that help address gaps in information or awareness, inertia and/or pathways to move forward.
- **Activity** – The activities of the Global Team and platform partners are aligned with our value proposition.
- **Assets** – SE4All’s resources are effectively deployed to support the Strategic Framework for Results.